Projector Cart Use

Use with cart computer:

1. Plug in main power cord.
2. For network access.
   - For department network access, plug network cable into port 1 in any 4th floor classroom.
   - For CIRT network access, plug network cable into port 2 in any 4th floor classroom.
3. Press power switch on projector and computer.
4. Remove lens cover from projector.
5. Aim, zoom and focus image.
6. Log on to computer:
   - With math department network access, use your Windows **User name** and **Password** with Log on to: Windows
With no network, or CIRT network, use **User name: projector**, a blank password and (use drop down) **Log on to: PROJECTOR (this computer)**.

7. If required for data transfer, there is a CD-ROM, 3.5” floppy and two USB ports all on the front of the computer.

**Use with laptop or S-Video device**

1. Complete steps 1 to 5 above.
2. For standard laptops, look for a female, 3 row 15 pin, VGA connector on the back of the laptop.
3. Find the white cable with the blue end, and plug it into the laptop VGA connector pictured above.
4. Aim the remote at remote sensor and press the RGB 2 button on the remote.

5. The same procedure can be repeated to use the S-Video cable and the DVI cable by using the VIDEO 1 and VIDEO 2 buttons, respectively, on the remote. The RGB 1 button reverts back to the cart’s computer output being projected.